We use 350 µm angular diameter estimates from Planck to test the idea that some galaxies contain exceptionally cold (10-13 K) dust, since colder dust implies a lower surface brightness radiation field illuminating the dust, and hence a greater physical extent for a given luminosity. The galaxies identified from their spectral energy distributions as containing cold dust do indeed show the expected larger 350 µm diameters. For a few cold dust galaxies where Herschel data are available we are able to use submillimetre maps or surface brightness profiles to locate the cold dust, which as expected generally lies outside the optical galaxy.
INTRODUCTION
One of the surprising results from submillimetre surveys with Herschel and Planck has been the discovery that some local (z<0.1) quiescent galaxies show spectral energy distributions (SEDs) characteristic of cold (T=10-13 K) dust (Rowan-Robinson et al 2011 , 2014 , Ade et al 2011 , Wang and Rowan-Robinson 2014 . Two examples are illustrated in Fig 1. Cold dust in submillimetre galaxies has also been investigated by Galametz et al (2012) , Smith et al (2012) and Symeonidis et al (2013) using SED fitting, by Bourne et al (2013) using CO and by Ibar et al (2013) using CII. Bendo et al (2014) have used surface brightness ratios at 250, 350 and 500 µm to explore the relative contribution of newly formed and old stars to dust heating.
To test the idea that exceptionally cold dust is present in some galaxies we compare Planck 350 µm diameters with diameters estimated from radiative transfer models for the far infrared and submillimetre emission. We also look at submillimetre maps for selected galaxies derived from Herschel data. Broadly speaking we expect to find that galaxies with colder dust will be more extended spatially at submillimetre wavelengths than normal galaxies of the same luminosity.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we estimate the submillimetre diameters for galaxies with cool and cold dust and compare these with predictions for normal cirrus galaxies, in section 3 we compare these predictions ⋆ Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA. † E-mail: mrr@imperial.ac.uk with the 350 µm diameters observed by Planck and in section 4 we discuss the few cases where we have Herschel maps for cold dust galaxies. Section 5 gives our discussion and conclusions.
PREDICTED SUBMILLIMETRE DIAMETERS
The temperature of optically thin interstellar dust ('cirrus') is determined by the intensity of the interstellar radiation field, which can be characterised by the ratio of the intensity of the radiation field to the local Solar Neighbourhood interstellar radiation field, ψ (Rowan-Robinson et al 1992, hereafter RR92). The standard cirrus template of RowanRobinson et al (2005 RowanRobinson et al ( , 2008 RowanRobinson et al ( , 2013 corresponds to ψ = 5, and this is the value used by RR92 to fit the central regions of our Galaxy. ψ = 1 corresponds to the interstellar radiation field in the vicinity of the Sun ('cool' dust). Rowan-Robinson et al (2010 , 2014 found that some Herschel galaxies need a much lower intensity radiation field than this, with ψ = 0.1 ('cold' dust). A similar result was found for some Planck galaxies by Ade et al (2011) . The corresponding grain temperatures in the dust model of RR92 are given in Table 1 of Rowan-Robinson et al (2010) . For the three values of ψ = 5, 1, 0.1, the ranges of dust grain temperatures for the different grain types are 20-24 K, 14.5-19.7 K and 9.8-13 .4 K respectively. Full details of the templates used are given via a readme page 1 . One of the ways to test these ideas is to measure the Figure 2. Predicted submillimetre diameter versus redshift for cirrus (ψ=5) galaxies (black), cool galaxies (ψ=1, blue) and cold galaxies (ψ=0.1, red).
submillimetre diameter. Since ψ = 1 corresponds to the intensity in the solar neighbourhood, we can estimate the submillimetre diameter of galaxies by
where R0 = 8.5 kpc, the distance of the Sun from the Galactic Centre, and LMW = 2.4.10 10 L⊙. The definition of ψ in the Solar Neighbourhood is in terms of a mean surface brightness and so we can expect that θ defined by this equation is essentially a full-width to half-power when observing external galaxies. Figure 2 shows a plot of the predicted angular size, θ, versus redshift for galaxies in the RIFSCz IRAS galaxy redshift catalogue (Wang and Rowan-Robinson 2014) whose far infrared and submillimetre emission is best fitted by standard cirrus or cool cirrus, for the sample of Planck galaxies identified as requiring cold dust by Ade et al (2011) , and for the RIFSCz galaxies identified as needing cold dust templates by Wang and Rowan-Robinson (2014) . The prediction is that galaxies with significant cool or cold dust components should have larger submillimetre diameters than their normal cirrus counterparts. Table 1 summarises the properties of the cold dust galaxies from these latter two papers.
MEASURED PLANCK 350 µM DIAMETERS
We have focussed on those galaxies for which the predicted subillimetre diameter is greater than 3 arcmin and compared these with the PCCS submillimetre diameters (FWHM) observed by Planck at 350 µm. We use the Gaussian half-power width measured along the major axis. Table 2 summarises the properties of galaxies from the IRAS RIFSCz catalogue with predicted submillimetre diameter greater than 3 arcmin, spectroscopic redshifts, at least 8 optical photometric bands, χ 2 for the infrared template fit < 5, and SEDs dominated either by a cirrus or cool dust template. Figure 3L shows a comparison of the observed Planck diameters with the optical diameters, taken from the 3rd Reference Catalogue of Galaxies, for the galaxies of Tables 1 and 2. The quoted Planck beam at 350 µm is 4.3 arcmin (FWHM), so we deconvolve both the telescope beam and source profile can be approximated as Gaussians. Figure 3R shows a the observed diameters using θ deconv = (θ 2 − 4.3 2 ) −1/2 , assuming that both the telescope beam and the source profile can be approximated as Gaussians (adaquate for our purposes). Values of θ deconv < 4 arcmin will be subject to considerable uncertainty. Figure 3R shows a comparison of the deconvolved Planck diameters with the predicted values from eqn (1). All three types are consistent with a simple linear relation, apart from a cluster of galaxies with anomalously high Planck diameters, which we suggest are affected by Galactic cirrus (most have high cirrus flags in the Planck PCCS, eg NGC 1024, 3573, 4650, and IC 4831 and 5078). We have fitted straight lines through the origin to these three distributions and find slopes 1.38±0.13 for 40 normal cirrus galaxies, 1.16±0.09 for 64 cool galaxies (excluding 8 probable cirrus sources) and 1.32±0.21 for 8 cold galaxies. Thus all three populations show statistically significant correlations between the observed and predicted diameters, the slopes are consistent with being the same in each case and are also not inconsistent with the true slope being unity.
There are also two outliers with rather large predicted diameters, NGC 6744 and M 104. Figures 4L and 5 show the SEDs for these two outliers. For NGC6744, once the IRAS fluxes from the IRAS Large Galaxy Catalog (Rice et al 1988) have been used, the SED is in fact dominated by a standard cirrus template, so it should move to the left in Fig  3R. For M104, Bendo et al (2006) have suggested that the AGN at the centre of the galaxy contributes to the submillimetre emission. Figure 4R shows Herschel 250 µm contours superposed on an i-band image for M104 ('The Sombrero'). The 250 µm emission arises from a ring of dust outside the main distribution of starlight. The predicted value of θ may also be an overestimate because in this edge-on system the starlight illuminating the dust ring has been significantly attenuated by dust in the disk of the galaxy, so again this object should move to the left in Fig 3R. 
RESULTS FROM MAPS OF SELECTED SOURCES
Mapping data in the submillimetre from the SPIRE instrument (Griffin et al., 2010) on the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al., 2010 ) is available for a few of the galaxies identified here as containing cold dust. This allows us to compare the location of the dust responsible for the submillimetre emission with the location of the starlight. Two of the sources (NGC5701 and NGC5669) were observed as part of the Herschel Reference Survey (Boselli et al. 2010) , and a third (NGC3049) was observed by the KINGFISH programme (Kennicutt et al. 2010) . The SPIRE images were obtained from the Herschel or HerMES data archives.
For each of these objects we used an SDSS i band optical image to trace the optical surface brightness profile from stellar emission after smoothing by a gaussian matched to the size of the 250µm SPIRE beam, and then compared this to the 250µm surface brightness profile resulting from dust emission. The surface brightness profiles for this calculation
Figure 3. L: Observed Planck 857 GHz FWHM versus optical diameter (arcmins) for standard cirrus galaxies (ψ=5, black), cool cirrus galaxies (ψ=1, cyan) and cold cirrus galaxies (ψ=0.1, red). The dotted line denotes the Planck 857 GHz beam (FWHM). R: Deconvolved Planck 857 GHz FWHM versus predicted submillimetre diameter (arcmins) for standard cirrus galaxies (ψ=5, black), cool cirrus galaxies (ψ=1, cyan) and cold cirrus galaxies (ψ=0.1, red).
Here the dotted line indicates the selection cutoff θ=3.0. were produced using the the IRAF ellipse package and are plotted in Figs 6L and 7. In all cases the optical and submm surface brightness profiles are clearly different. This is most obvious in NGC5701, where there is a large ring of cold dust located outside most of the optical light distribution (see Fig. 6R ). This ring makes a substantial contribution to the integrated submm emission, but the optical emission from starlight in this region is much less than in the more central regions of this object.
The dust emission in NGC5669 has a larger scale length than the optical emission, with the ratio of submm to optical surface brightness rising all the way to the edge of detectable emission in this object. Examination of the optical image suggests that this dust is associated with extended low surface brightness optical emission away from the galaxy's nucleus and bright spiral arms.
NGC3049 is an edge on spiral, which makes this analysis a little less clear, and we see only a slight hint of changes to the optical to submm surface brightness ratio in the outer parts of this object, or possibly weak submm emission beyond the optically detected emission.
A further galaxy of interest, NGC1617, classified as cool in Table 2 , was observed as part of the HerMES survey (Oliver et al., 2012) since it lies in the Akari Deep Field South (ADF-S, Matsuura et al 2011). Figure 9L shows 250 µm contours superposed on an r-band image (from Hameed and Devereux 1999), while Fig 9R shows 250 µm and rband intensity profiles. In this case a significant fraction of the submillimetre emission arises from two dust blobs that lie along the major axis to the north-west. Figure 6 . L: SED of NGC 5701. R: 250 µm map of NGC5701. In this case the submillimetre emission arises from a ring of dust lying outside the main stellar distribution. The peak of emission to the SW of the nucleus is a chance superposition of a background z=0.04 galaxy. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of Planck 350 µm data shows very clearly that the galaxies whose SEDs require a cold dust component are indeed larger than normal galaxies and by an amount consistent with the interpretation that the surface brightness of the illuminating starlight is lower. The fact that this phenomenon of galaxies with cold dust did not show up in follow-up of IRAS galaxies refelects the fact that 60 µm selection biases samples towards galaxies with warmer dust. It needed the submillimetre sensitivity of Herschel and Planck to uncover this phenomenon. . 250 µm and optical intensity profiles of NGC5701. Diamonds indicate the i band surface brightness derived from an SDSS image after it has been smoothed by a gaussian matching the SPIRE beam at 250µm, triangles show the 250µm surface brightness from SPIRE observations. The solid line indicates a gaussian model of the SPIRE 250µm beam as given by the SPIRE Handbookhttp://herschel.esac.esa.int/Docs/SPIRE/spire_handbook.pdf. The true Herschel beam at 250µm deviates somewhat from a pure Gaussian at radii beyond ∼ 20 arcsecondsm at levels < a few percent (Griffen et al. 2013) . This is insignificant to the current analysis. The surface brightness scale is arbitrary with the two profiles scaled to the same value at a semi-major axis radius of 10 arcseconds In this case strong submillimetre emission arises in a ring of dust lying outside the main stellar distribution, which can be seen in Fig. 6R , leading to a region where the optical-to-submilimetre ratio is low. The limited submillimetre mapping data available for these cold dust galaxies shows that a variety of geometries may be involved. NGC5701 shows a large ring of cold dust located outside most of the optical light distribution but in NGC3049 the cold dust appears to be located closer to the centre of the galaxy.
It is unlucky that none of our cold dust galaxies is in the sample of nearby galaxies for which Bendo et al (2015) have studied the 160/250 and 250/350 µm surface brightness profiles in detail. The next step will be to map some of these cold dust galaxies with ground-based submillimetre telescopes.
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